CROSSWORD
No. 15,926 Set by REDSHANK

ACROSS
1 Programme mobile home (5-2)
5 Found old pet light clothing (7)
9 Be in time for dismissal at Lord's (5)
10 REME worked with PLUTO to supply this (9)
11 Stroke releases part of roof, so I'm told (9)
12 The way fish produces grit (5)
13 Rating a marine as on dry ground (8,6)
18 Coot up in the air, flying from such pollution (14)
20 Break the ice, waiving English principles (5)
22 Youngsters born at home refuse to go here (6,3)
24 Blow this up in home, possibly sticking hairpin in it (9)
25 Cancel Times before start of evening (5)
26 Poem about Ulysses essentially reaching journey's end (7)
27 They like stripping girl's fruit stocks (7)

DOWN
1 Calm secretary provided in city suburbs (6)
2 Running article by extremist in a row (2,3,4)
3 Distinctive spirit of those close to the top (5)
4 Baby's complaint irks many perhaps but not me (5,4)
5 It shapes articles on both sides of the Channel (5)
6 Where to find fledgling 13? (5,4)
7 Subject that he means to cover (5)
8 Throw out fish pudding (8)
14 Ireland crucified military decoration (4,5)
15 Sailor in the Caymans stupidly wasting energy (9)
16 Nightlights reveal rear timbers (9)
17 Was it chanted by Hearts before, with pride? (4,2,2)
19 Marx brother, English golfer (6)
21 Member of septet, certainly not grumpy (5)
22 Old song retains appeal for amateurs (5)
23 Top hack employs staff to do what he does (5)

Solution 15,925
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